A finite metric tree is a finite connected graph that has no cycles, endowed with an edge weighted path metric. Finite metric trees are known to have strict 1-negative type. In this paper we introduce a new family of inequalities (1) that encode the best possible quantification of the strictness of the non trivial 1-negative type inequalities for finite metric trees. These inequalities are sufficiently strong to imply that any given finite metric tree (T, d) must have strict p-negative type for all p in an open interval (1 − ζ, 1 + ζ), where ζ > 0 may be chosen so as to depend only upon the unordered distribution of edge weights that determine the path metric d on T . In particular, if the edges of the tree are not weighted, then it follows that ζ depends only upon the number of vertices in the tree.
of the paraffin C 13 H 28 is 802. More recently, mathematical studies of finite metric trees have proliferated due to myriad applications in areas as diverse as evolutionary biology and theoretical computer science. Some examples of publications which highlight this point include Weber et al. [30] , Ailon and Charikar [1] , Semple and Steel [29] , Fakcharoenphol et al. [12] , Charikar et al. [7] , and Bartal [2] .
Works such as those cited above illustrate two of the major themes of study pertaining to metric trees. One is to try to reconstruct metric trees from data such as DNA or protein sequences. This is the realm of so called phylogenetic tree reconstruction or (more generally) numerical taxonomy. The second major theme, driven by algorithmic considerations in computer science, is to approximate finite metrics by (small numbers of) tree metrics. The importance of finite metric trees in this context is that they are well suited to algorithms and can serve to help greatly reduce the computational hardness of certain optimization problems.
In this paper we focus on one particular aspect of the non linear geometry of finite metric trees; namely, strict p-negative type. (See Definition 2.1.) The p-negative type inequalities arose classically in studies of isometric embeddings and remain objects of intense research scrutiny in areas ranging from functional analysis to theoretical computer science. The monographs of Wells and Williams [31] , and Deza and Laurent [8] , illustrate a variety of classical and contemporary applications of inequalities of p-negative type. See also the comments in Section 2 of this paper.
Hjorth et al. [15] have shown that finite metric trees have strict 1-negative type. In this paper we determine that a new and substantially stronger family of inequalities hold for finite metric trees. Namely, as we show in Theorems 4.12 and 4.16, given a finite metric tree (T, d), there is a maximal constant Γ T > 0 so that for all natural numbers n ≥ 2, all finite subsets {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⊆ T , and all choices of real numbers η 1 , . . . , η n with η 1 + · · · + η n = 0, we have:
We call the maximal constant Γ T appearing in (1) the 1-negative type gap of (T, d). Theorem 4.12 includes a characterization of equality in the inequalities (1). Remark 4.17 then indicates an alternative and more direct characterization of equality in the inequalities (1) . In Corollary 4.13 we compute a closed formula for the exact value of Γ T and thereby show that it depends only upon the tree's unordered distribution of edge weights. Indeed,
d(x, y)
where the sum is taken over the set of all (unordered) edges e = (x, y) in T .
The inequalities (1) are particularly strong. They imply, for example, that there is an ζ > 0 so that the finite metric tree (T, d) has strict p-negative type for all p ∈ (1 − ζ, 1 + ζ). Moreover, due to the universality of Γ T , ζ can be chosen so that it depends only upon the tree's unordered distribution of edge weights. This is done in Theorem 5.4. So, in this context (p = 1), the strict negative type of finite metric trees is seen to persist on open intervals. The same cannot be said of infinite metric trees as demonstrated by the infinite necklace tree (Y, d) which is described in Example 2 and Theorem 5.7. The necklace (Y, d) has strict 1-negative type but does not have p-negative type for any p > 1. This example also shows that the maximal p-negative type of a metric space can be strict.
It is an open question whether the maximal p-negative type of a finite metric space can be strict.
In this paper we adopt a vicarious (rather than direct) approach to p-negative type by choosing to work with the equivalent notion of generalized roundnessp. (See Definition 2.1.) We utilize this approach due to the fact that the geometric notion of generalized roundness-p seems much more well suited to the analysis of highly symmetric objects (such as metric trees) than the more analytic notion of p-negative type. The results of this paper validate this approach.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses all relevant background material on p-negative type and generalized roundness-p. The known equivalence of these two notions is expressed in Theorem 2.4. This equivalence constitutes the primary theoretical tool of the entire paper. Section 2 also introduces the p-negative type gap Γ X,p of a metric space (X, d). Section 3 develops some basic facts pertaining to finite metric trees (T, d) and takes some initial steps towards determining the maximal constant Γ T = Γ T,1 that appears in (1) . Section 4 completes this process, via Lagrange's (Multiplier) Theorem, and this leads into the derivations of Theorems 4.12 and 4.16 (as discussed above). Section 4 also introduces the "generic algorithm" (Definition 4.4) which provides a means to characterize equality in the inequalities (1) above. Section 5 develops applications of the inequalities (1) such as Theorem 5.4 (which determines lower bounds on the p-negative type of finite metric trees) and Theorem 5.7 (which gives properties of the infinite necklace (Y, d)). Throughout this paper we use N = {1, 2, 3, . . .} to denote the set of all natural numbers. Whenever sums are indexed over the empty set we take them to be zero by default.
Preliminaries on Negative Type and Generalized Roundness
The notions of negative type and generalized roundness -the formal definitions of which are given in Definition 2.1 -were introduced and studied by Menger [23] and Schoenberg [27] , [28] , and Enflo [11] , respectively. In part, Schoenberg's studies were focussed on determining which metric spaces can be isometrically embedded into a Hilbert space. This work was later generalized to the setting of L p -spaces (0 < p ≤ 2) by Bretagnolle et al. [5] who obtained the following celebrated characterization: a real (quasi) normed space is linearly isometric to a subspace of some L p -space (0 < p ≤ 2) if and only if it has p-negative type. There are also results along these lines which deal with the less tractable (commutative) case p > 2, and with certain of the non commutative L p -spaces. See, for example, the papers of Koldobsky and König [17] , and Junge [16] , respectively. General references on the interplay between p-negative type inequalities and isometric embeddings include Deza and Laurent [8] , and Wells and Williams [31] .
Enflo [11] [3] gives an extensive account of the non linear classification of Banach spaces, including a chapter on uniform embeddings into Hilbert spaces.
Instigating a theory that has turned out to have a number of uncanny parallels with that of uniform embeddings, Gromov [13] introduced the notion of coarse embeddings of metric spaces. Gromov [13] asked if every separable metric space coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space? Dranishnikov et al. [9] gave a negative answer to Gromov's question by using ideas from Enflo [11] . Yu [33] showed that every discrete metric space which coarsely embeds into a Hilbert space satisfies the Coarse Baum-Connes Conjecture. Using the work of Dranishnikov et al. [9] as a starting point, Nowak [25] developed a number of theoretical similarities between coarse embeddings and uniform embeddings.
Connections between generalized roundness, coarse embeddings and certain forms of the Baum-Connes Conjecture have also been obtained by Lafont and Prassidis [18] . Given the prominence of the Coarse Baum-Connes Conjecture to topologists (and to mathematicians in general), and the striking result of Yu [33] (above), it is not surprising that a large number of papers have now been written on coarse embeddings. Unfortunately, many of these papers use the term "uniform embedding" when they are really referring to coarse embeddings. In addition to the source references mentioned above, the final chapters of the monograph of Roe [26] provide a good overview of recent work on asymptotic dimension and coarse embeddings into Hilbert spaces. 
(b) (X, d) has strict p-negative type if and only if it has p-negative type and the inequality in (a) is strict whenever the scalar n-tuple (η 1 , . . . , η n ) = 0.
(c) (X, d) has generalized roundness-p if and only if for all natural numbers
n ∈ N, and all choices of points a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ X, we have: 
This is due to an elementary cancellation of like terms phenomenon that was first observed by Andrew Tonge (unpublished).
Notice that if one restricts to n = 2 in Definition 2.1 (c) then one gets the condition that Enflo [10] called roundness-p. Roundness-p can be viewed as a direct precursor to the linear Banach space notion known as Rademacher type. Since being distilled in the 1970s, the related notions of type, cotype and K-convexity have played a very prominent rôle in the development of linear Banach space theory. See, for example, the survey paper of Maurey [21] . There are also non linear or metric notions of type and cotype due to Bourgain et al. [4] , and Mendel and Naor [22] , respectively. In particular, Mendel and Naor [22] We should point out that our Definition 2.1 (c) is a cosmetic alteration of the original definition given in Enflo [11] . Enflo actually considered the supremum of all p's that satisfy Definition 2.1 (c). A result of Linial and Naor, which appears in the paper of Naor and Schechtman [24] , says that every metric tree has (maximal) roundness two. The results of Section 5 of this paper, which develop lower bounds on the p-negative type of finite metric trees, can be thought of as a natural extension of the work of Linial and Naor.
Papers by Lennard et al. [19] and Weston [32] have shown that Definitions 2.1 (a), 2.1 (c) and a third, closely related, condition are all equivalent. These equivalences are given in Theorem 2.4 (below) and, as they are quite central to the rest of this paper, we include a brief proof for easy reference. The following definition will help us to state the third condition of Theorem 2.4 succinctly and will moreover be important in its own right throughout the entire paper.
Definition 2.3 Let X be a set. Let q, t be natural numbers.
A vertex x ∈ D is said to be of simplex parity a if x = a j for some j, 
whose load vector ω = (m 1 , . . . , m q , n 1 , . . . , n t ) satisfies the two normalizations:
Such a vector ω will be called a normalized load vector for D. 
Proof.
[Sketch] The equivalence of conditions (a) and (c) is an easy consequence of the following observation. Suppose n ≥ 2 is a natural number. Let {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⊆ X, and real numbers η 1 , . . . , η n (not all zero) such that η 1 + · · · + η n = 0, be given. By relabeling (if necessary) we may assume there exist q, t ∈ N such that q + t = n, η 1 , . . . , η q ≥ 0, and η q+1 , . . . , η q+t < 0. Clearly
We now make the following designations: For 1 ≤ j ≤ q, set a j = x j and m j = η j . Further, if j > q, we nominally set m j = 0. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, set b i = x n−i+1 and n i = −η n−i+1 . Further, if i > t, we nominally set n i = 0. For all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we then have η k = m k − n k . More importantly, for any p ≥ 0, we observe that:
Clearly weights (η k , m j or n i ) that are equal to zero, and the vertices to which they correspond, play no rôle in the determination of (5). Moreover, we may assume that q j=1 m j = 1 = t i=1 n i by a simple normalization. Further, the entire process is clearly symmetric. One may instead start with a normalized (q, t)-simplex and simply reverse all of the above designations. The equivalence of conditions (a) and (c) is now plain.
Finally, condition (c) obviously implies condition (b). The converse follows from Remark 2.2 and a simple density/continuity argument. 
This statement is a new theorem in its own right. The proof is immediate from the equality (5) derived in the proof of Theorem 2.4.) We will use this result frequently and with little further comment.
Motivated by the above inequalities (4) in the particular case p = 1, we now introduce two parameters γ D ( ω) and Γ X that are designed to "quantify the degree of strictness" of the (strict) 1-negative type inequalities. We will see that these "gap" parameters are particularly meaningful in the context of finite metric spaces, and especially so for finite metric trees. The two relevant definitions are as follows.
denote the set of all normalized load vectors ω = (m 1 , . . . , m q , n 1 , . . . , n t ) for D. Then, the 1-
where: 
If we further define the quantities
Definition 2.7 Let (X, d) be a metric space with 1-negative type. We define the 1-negative type gap of (X, d) to be the non negative quantity
where the infimum is taken over all normalized (q, t)-simplexes D( ω) in X.
Notice that if the 1-negative type gap Γ X > 0, then (X, d) has strict 1-negative type. Example 2 (given in Section 5) will show that the converse is not true in general. In other words, there exist metric spaces (X, d) with strict 1-negative type and with Γ X = 0. (4) We will see in Section 5 that if the 1-negative type gap Γ X of a finite metric space (X, d) is positive, then there must exist a constant ζ > 0 such that (X, d) has strict p-negative type for all p ∈ (1 − ζ, 1 + ζ). This is done in Theorem 5.1. The proof of this theorem is independent of the following two sections and the interested reader may therefore choose to cut ahead and read it now. Moreover, Theorem 5.1, which pertains to the case p = 1, actually holds for any p > 0 provided Γ X > 0 is replaced by Γ X,p > 0, and so on. We will return to this point in Section 5.
Remark 2.8 More generally, and in the obvious way (again based on

Determining the Simplex Gap of a Finite Metric Tree
Hjorth et al. [15] have shown that finite metric trees have strict 1-negative type. In relation to Definition 2.7 it therefore makes sense to ask if we can compute the 1-negative type gap Γ T of an arbitrary finite metric tree (T, d)?
The main purpose of these next two sections is to definitively answer this question positively. Our culminating result in this direction is Corollary 4.13.
Our point of entry for the above question will be to develop a key formula for the simplex gap evaluation γ D ( ω) of a normalized (q, t)-simplex D( ω) in a finite metric tree (T, d). This is done in Theorem 3.6 and it will eventually allow the exact computation of the 1-negative type gap Γ T = inf γ D of (T, d). Prior to doing this, however, it is highly germane to review some basic facts and standard notations pertaining to finite metric trees. We will also introduce some concepts and notations that are less standard. Notation. Given an edge e = (x, y) in a finite metric tree (T, d) we will often find it convenient use the notation |e| = d(x, y) to denote the metric length of the edge. The following definition introduces a convention to "orient" the edges in any given tree. This will enable the treatment of edges as ordered pairs in a systematic and unambiguous way. Orientation will play a key rôle in determining the main results of this paper.
Definition 3.4 Let (T, d) be a finite metric tree. By way of convention, we choose and then highlight a fixed leaf ℓ ∈ T . This distinguished leaf ℓ is then called the root of T . Once the root has been fixed we may make the following definitions. (a) An edge
In other words, an oriented edge in T is an ordered pair e = (x, y) of adjacent vertices x, y ∈ T where x is geodesically further from the root ℓ than y.
The set of all such oriented edges e in T will be denoted E(T ). (b) A vertex v ∈ T is to the left of an oriented edge
If it is also the case that v = x then we will say that v is strictly to the left of e. The set of all vertices v ∈ T that are to the left of e will be denoted L(e). And the set of all vertices v ∈ T that are strictly to the left of e will be denoted L(e). Notice that we always have
we may think of L(e) as the vertices of the subtree that is rooted at x (oriented as per T ). (c) A vertex v ∈ T is to the right of an oriented edge
If it is also the case that v = y then we will say that v is strictly to the right of e. The set of all vertices v ∈ T that are to the right of e will be denoted R(e). And the set of all vertices v ∈ T that are strictly to the right of e will be denoted R(e).
Notice that each oriented edge e ∈ E(T ) partitions the vertices of T into a disjoint union L(e) ∪ R(e).
Henceforth, whenever we are referring to a particular finite metric tree, it will be understood that a root leaf has been chosen from the outset. So "edges" are now always ordered pairs e = (x, y) with the left vertex x as the first coordinate and the right vertex y as the second coordinate. In particular, orientation affords the following compact notation.
Notation. Given an oriented edge e = (x, y) in a finite metric tree (T, d) we may use its unique left vertex x to alternately denote the edge as e(x). Note that, under this scheme, e(ℓ) is not defined because the root leaf ℓ is not the left vertex of any oriented edge. All other vertices in T appear (uniquely) as the left vertex of some oriented edge. 
If, in the above definitions, we replace L(e) and R(e) with L(e) and R(e) (respectively), then we obtain the strict partition sums of ω: α L ( ω, e), α R ( ω, e), β L ( ω, e) and β R ( ω, e). For example:
Notice that if the load vector ω is normalized, then we obtain the innocuous looking (but important) identities
Notation. In relation to Definition 3.5, if we want to emphasize the (fixed) underlying (q, t)-simplex D, we may sometimes write α L (D, ω, e) in place of α L ( ω, e), and so on. (See, for example, Lemma 4.11.) 
In particular it follows that the simplex gap functions γ D : N q,t → R are positive valued for all possible (q, t)-simplexes D ⊆ T .
Proof. Fix a normalized load vector
The idea of the proof is to calculate the contribution of each oriented edge e ∈ E(T D ) to the simplex gap evaluation γ D ( ω), and then to sum over all such oriented edges.
As per Definition 2.6,
where
, and
Notice that if [x, y] is a geodesic in the minimal subtree T D , then:
This is because (T D , d) is a metric tree. Due to the geodesic decompositions (6) we may therefore rewrite the sums
where the coefficients L Now consider a fixed oriented edge e ∈ E(T D ). Notice that if the edge e lies on the geodesic [a j 1 , a j 2 ] then the term m j 1 m j 2 ·|e| appears in the sum L D ( ω) (and so on). For this to happen, a j 1 must be to the left of e (that is, j 1 ∈ A L (e)) and a j 2 must be to the right of e (that is, j 2 ∈ A R (e)) or, vice versa. This and similar such comments, together with the definitions of L D ( ω) and R D (ω), imply:
We can now define γ (e) D ( ω), the contribution of the oriented edge e ∈ E(T D ) to the simplex gap evaluation γ D ( ω), in a natural and obvious way:
As a result we get the following simplex gap decomposition automatically:
Setting α = α L ( ω, e) and β = β L ( ω, e) we see, from the preceding computations, that:
If either vertex of an oriented edge e is a leaf in the minimal subtree T D , then clearly γ Notation. As introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.6, given a normalized (q, t)-simplex D( ω) in a finite metric tree (T, d), we will continue to use the notation γ (e) D ( ω) to denote the contribution of an oriented edge e ∈ E(T D ) to the simplex gap evaluation γ D ( ω). So, according to Theorem 3.6, we have the following formulas:
Remark 2.5, Definition 2.6 and Theorem 3.6 automatically furnish a new and elementary proof of the following result of Hjorth et al. [15] .
Corollary 3.7 Every finite metric tree has strict 1-negative type.
In addition to finite metric trees, Hjorth et al. [14] and Hjorth et al. [15] have elaborated and studied several other classes of finite metric spaces which have strict 1-negative type. These include -under appropriate restrictions -finite metric spaces whose elements have been chosen from a Riemannian manifold (and endowed with the natural inherited distances).
Determining the Negative Type Gap of a Finite Metric Tree
In this section we compute the exact value of the 1-negative type gap Γ T (see Definition 2.7) of a finite metric tree (T, d), and then explore some consequences of this computation. We begin with an upper bound
for Γ T that is determined via an algorithm, and then proceed to show that this upper bound is also a lower bound for Γ T . Isolating the value of Γ T leads to an entirely new class of inequalities for finite metric trees which may be termed inequalities of enhanced 1-negative type. These inequalities are developed in Theorems 4.12 and 4.16. Not surprisingly, we need to introduce some more definitions and concepts before computing Γ T . These are as follows. 
The introduction of levels has the effect of partitioning T into k 0 disjoint sets of vertices.
We will now focus on a particular subclass of normalized (q, t)-simplexes D( ω) that turn out to be pivotal in the determination of the 1-negative type gap Γ T of a finite metric tree (T, d). The condition we introduce depends only upon the underlying tree T and the vertices of D. The path metric d on T and the normalized load vectors ω for D play no (immediate) rôle. The relevant definition is as follows. 
Notice that we can restate condition (b) in terms of levels: (c) For all vertices x, y ∈ T D , if x is in an even level of T D and if y is in an
odd level of T D , then x and y have opposite simplex parity.
Remark 4.3 Let T be a finite tree. Suppose T has been oriented via the designation of a root leaf ℓ ∈ T . We can always generically label the vertices of T . The easiest way to describe this process is to use levels. Simply assign parity a to all vertices of T that lie in even numbered levels, and parity b to all vertices of T that lie in odd numbered levels. This realizes the whole tree T as a generically labeled (q, t)-simplex with:
(a) q = | {x ∈ T : x is in an even numbered level of T } |, and (b) t = | {y ∈ T : y is in an odd numbered level of T } |.
Clearly there is (essentially) only one way to generically label the vertices of T . The only other possible labeling of the vertices of T that is generic is the trivial one whereby we switch all of the parity assignments given above: a j ↔ b i . We may therefore refer to the generic labeling of the vertices of T .
In short, generic labeling a finite tree T amounts to little more than a 2-coloring of the vertices of T . 
Definition 4.4 Let T be a finite tree. Let ℓ ∈ T be the designated root leaf of T . Partition the vertices of T into k
D = T in the form D = [a (k 2 ) j ; b (k 1 ) i ] q,t .
Now, given δ > 0, we define the following generic algorithm that assigns a unique vector
ω δ = (m (k 2 ) j , n (k 1 ) i ) ∈ R q+tn (k 1 ) i = α L e b (k 1 ) i − β L e b (k 1 ) i + δ e b (k 1 ) i
for each value of the subscript i. (c) If k 2 < k 0 is even and if weights have been assigned by the algorithm to
all level k vertices of T for all k < k 2 , then set: 
(e) If k 0 is even, then set:
Lemma 4.5 Let T be a finite tree. Let ℓ ∈ T be the designated root leaf of T . Let e ℓ = (z, ℓ) denote the unique oriented edge in E(T ) whose right vertex is ℓ. for all level one vertices in T we obtain:
t denote the (essentially) unique (q, t)-simplex in T that generically labels the vertices of T . (Here, as in Definition 4.4, superscripts are being used to denote the level of each vertex in the
where the last line follows by the previous computation.
If we sum m (2) j for all level two vertices we obtain:
We therefore obtain the following recursive formulas by induction:
for all odd natural numbers k 1 such that k 1 < k 0 , and
for all even natural numbers k 2 such that 0 < k 2 < k 0 . Hence:
And so 1 − x > 0 if and only if δ <
, establishing Part (a).
Moreover, our recursive formulas show that:
Therefore ω δ is normalized if and only if δ =
. Theorem 4.6 Let (T, d) be a finite metric tree. Let Γ T denote the 1-negative type gap of (T, d). Then:
Proof. For any given normalized (q, t)-simplex D( ω) in T , the simplex gap evaluation γ D ( ω) provides an upper bound for Γ T (by definition).
Let D denote the (essentially) unique (q, t)-simplex in T that generically labels the vertices of T . Let ω G denote the unique normalized load vector for D that is generated by the generic algorithm. By Lemma 4.5, ω G = ω δ where:
Consider the resulting normalized (q, t)-simplex D( ω G ) in T . The generic algorithm is structured so that
for all oriented edges e ∈ E(T ).
Hence by Theorem 3.6:
. Theorem 4.6 already gives an indication that the generic algorithm is going to be very important in the context of this paper. We therefore isolate the following natural definition. in such a way that the extended simplex gap function (which we will denote γ × D ) retains an accessible encoding of the geometry of the underlying tree T . We do this by "formally" adapting the formulas of Theorem 3.6. 
Definition 4.7 To say that a finite metric tree (T, d) is generically labeled and generically weighted means we are considering the (essentially) unique normalized (q, t)-simplex D( ω G ) in T with the following properties:
for all of the normalized load vectors ω ∈ N q,t on account of Theorem 3.6.
Notation. In relation to Definition 4.8, given an oriented edge e ∈ E(T D ), we will denote the "e-term" of the extended gap γ
According to this notation, γ
This notation is used in the proof of the next lemma. This lemma points out that provided the (q, t)-simplex D is generically labeled, the partial derivatives of the extended gap function γ 
Proof. The proofs of Part (a) and Part (b) are very similar, so we will just concentrate on Part (a). This requires us to consider a fixed oriented edge e ∈ E(T D ) of the form e = (a j , b i ).
Suppose f = e is some other oriented edge in the minimal subtree T D . Then f is either to the left of a j or to the right of b i . Let's assume, for arguments sake, that f is to the left of a j . (The other case is entirely similar.) In this context we have both a j and b i on the right of f . That is, j ∈ A R (f ) and i ∈ B R (f ).
(See Definition 3.5.) Consequently:
for all ω ∈ R q+t + . By adding these two formulas we see that
for all oriented edges f = e and all ω ∈ R q+t + .
On the other hand, because a j and b i are on opposite sides of e, we see that
for any ω ∈ R q+t + . Therefore:
for all ω ∈ R q+t + . If, in particular, we evaluate this last formula for a normalized load vector ω ∈ N q,t , then we get the following simplifications:
The lemma now follows from equation (8), which holds for the oriented edge e on N q,t , and equations (7), which hold on R q+t + for all oriented edges f = e, by summing these equations over all such edges. 
In particular, if d is just the ordinary path metric on T (so that |e| = 1 for all e ∈ E(T D )), then we get:
Moreover, in general and in particular, the above minimums are attained if and only if ω ∈ N q,t is the generic load vector ω G for D which is assigned by the generic algorithm.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to use Lagrange's (Multiplier) Theorem on a large scale. In relation to using this theorem, note that the extended gap function γ × D is defined on an open set (namely, R q+t + ) that contains the constraint surface N q,t , which consists of all normalized load vectors for D. We may assume (although it is not strictly necessary) that the level zero vertices of the minimal subtree T D (= D, as sets) all have parity a. Accordingly, we introduce two Lagrange multipliers λ 1 , λ 2 and proceed to solve the system:
subject to the two constraints imposed by the condition ω ∈ N q,t .
Obviously we may rewrite the system of equations (9) as:
Now consider an arbitrary oriented edge e ∈ E(T D ). If e = (a j , b i ) then system (10) in tandem with Lemma 4.9 gives
Recalling that α L ( ω, e) = α L ( ω, e) + m j then gives:
On the other hand, if e = (b i , a j ), we (similarly) get:
Hence the solution vector ω = (m 1 , . . . , m q , n 1 , . . . , n t ) ∈ N q,t to system (10) satisfies the generic algorithm of Definition 4.4 with δ = (λ 1 + λ 2 )/2. In particular, by applying Lemma 4.5 (b), we conclude that the solution vector ω ∈ N q,t is uniquely determined and must be the generic load vector ω G assigned to the (q, t)-simplex D by the generic algorithm. Moreover, by Lemma 4.5 (b) and Theorem 3.6, in conjunction with the computation in the latter part of the proof of Theorem 4.6 (with T replaced by T D in the obvious way), we conclude:
Appealing to Lagrange's (Multiplier) Theorem completes the proof.
Let D( ω) be a normalized (q, t)-simplex in a finite metric tree and let T D ⊆ T be the minimal subtree generated by the vertices of D. If D is not generically labeled there are two ways we can prune the minimal subtree T D that lead (after a finite number of steps) to a generically labeled normalized (q ′ , t ′ )-simplex D * ( ω * ) in a modified finite metric tree (T * , d) with a smaller simplex gap: γ D ( ω) > γ D * ( ω * ). These pruning operations are described in the following lemma. 
In particular, we see that
Proof. Assume condition (a) or (b) holds. Let e be an oriented edge in T D such that e = e * . Obviously e is an edge in T D * too. Moreover, all edges in T D * arise this way. Checking four simple cases shows that the left (and right) partition sums for e are invariant under the identification x ≡ y. That is to say,
[There are four cases because (a) or (b) might hold and because e is either to the left of x or to the right of y. Whatever the case, when we delete the oriented edge e * , no simplex weight shifts from the left to the right of e, or vice versa.]
D * ( ω * ). Now apply Theorem 3.6 to get the formulas in the statement of the lemma. 
Moreover, we have equality in (11) 
if and only if D = T (as sets) and D is both generically labeled and generically weighted.
Proof. If D( ω) is generically labeled, then (11) holds by Theorem 4.10 because
If D( ω) is not generically labeled, we may apply Lemma 4.11 a finite number of times to produce a possibly smaller normalized (q ′ , t ′ )-simplex D * ( ω * ) in a modified tree (T * , d) that is generically labeled and which satisfies (by Lemma 4.11 in the first instance and Theorem 4.10 in the second instance):
From these two cases -generically labeled, or not -we conclude that (11) holds in general. Moreover, the characterization of equality in (11) is uniquely attained when E = E(T ).
As an automatic corollary to Theorem 4.12 we can compute the 1-negative type gap of any finite metric tree exactly. 
Notice that the constant Γ T in Corollary 4.13 is independent of the internal geometry of the tree T and depends only upon the unordered distribution of the tree's edge weights. By way of analogy; the situation we are encountering in Corollary 4.13 is to be compared to having a box of matches of unequal lengths. No matter how we construct a metric tree T by using all of the matches in the box, we invariably get the same value for the 1-negative type gap Γ T . The same phenomenon applies to the inequalities (11) of Theorem 4.12: they are independent of the particular finite metric tree's internal geometry. This seems remarkable.
It is also the case that the above formula for Γ T holds for any countable metric tree (T, d). Simply note that since trees are connected (by definition), the minimal subtree generated by any finite subset of a countable tree T must be finite. This then allows one to invoke Corollary 4.13 and make a simple limiting argument. No proof is therefore necessary for the following corollary.
Corollary 4.14 Let (T, d) be a countable metric tree. Then the 1-negative type gap Γ T of (T, d) is given by the formula
where it is understood that Γ T is taken to be zero if the series in the parentheses diverges.
Corollary 4.14 makes it clear that, given any Γ ≥ 0, we can construct a countable metric tree (T, d) whose 1-negative type gap Γ T = Γ. The simplest way to do this is to consider an internal node, denoted 0, surrounded by countably many leaves, denoted n where n ∈ N. Using Corollary 4.14 we can then drive the 1-negative type gap of this star with ℵ 0 leaves by varying the edge weights d(0, n), n ∈ N, accordingly. In summary, we have the following. We now return to the context of finite metric trees as they are the primary objects of interest in this paper. In particular, Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.13 are seen to be key results of this paper. The inequalities (11) of Theorem 4.12 can be rephrased using Theorem 2.4 and a scaling argument as follows.
Theorem 4.16 Let (T, d) be a finite metric tree. Then for all natural numbers n ≥ 2, all finite subsets {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⊆ T , and all choices of real numbers η 1 , . . . , η n with η 1 + · · · + η n = 0, we have
Proof. Fix a subset {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⊆ T (n ≥ 2), together with real numbers η 1 , . . . , η n such that η 1 + · · · + η n = 0. Without any loss of generality we may assume that (η 1 , . . . , η n ) = (0, . . . , 0). By relabelling (if necessary) we may assume there exist natural numbers q, t ∈ N such that q+t = n, η 1 , . . . , η q ≥ 0, and η q+1 , . . . , η n < 0.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ q, set a j = x j and m j = η j /α. And for 1 ≤ i ≤ t, set b i = x n−i+1 and
Moreover, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 with exponent p = 1, we see that
Hence by Theorem 4.12, We mentioned the following theorem at the end of Section 2. The estimate (17) derived in the proof of this theorem is of independent interest and we will refer back to it later in this section. Proof. We may assume that the metric d is not a positive multiple of the discrete metric on X. (Otherwise, (X, d) has strict p-negative type for all p > 0.) And we will let n denote |X|, the cardinality of X (which is assumed to be at least three). Our focus will be on determining the interval [1, 1 + ζ).
(Arguing the interval (1 − ζ, 1] is entirely similar.)
It is helpful to begin with a simple estimate which will be used later in the proof. Namely; if b > 1, k ∈ N and ε > 0, then: denote the shortest and longest non zero distances in (X, d). Our opening assumption on d in this proof is that s < w. By scaling (if necessary) we may further assume that s ≥ 1.
Consider an arbitrary normalized (q,
Note that both q, t ≤ n − 1 because q + t ≤ n. Given p ≥ 0, we will use the following abbreviated notation throughout the remainder of this proof:
Our 1-negative type gap hypothesis on (X, d), applied to the simplex D( ω), is therefore:
The overall idea of the proof is to exploit the 1-negative type gap Γ X > 0 to show
provided ε > 0 is sufficiently small. If so, we then have L(1 + ε) < R(1 + ε) by (14) , provided ε > 0 is sufficiently small, and (hence) the theorem follows.
In the current context we have R(1)
for all ε > 0 because all of the non zero distances in (X, d) are at least one. Moreover, for all ℓ = d(x, y) = 0 and all ε > 0, we have ℓ 1+ε − ℓ ≤ w 1+ε − w. This is because (for any fixed ε > 0) the function f (x) = x 1+ε − x increases as x (≥ 1) increases. Now, recalling that we need to show that L(1+ε) < L(1)+ Γ X 2 for all sufficiently small ε > 0, observe that we have
≤ (n − 1)(n − 2)(w 1+ε − w)
on the basis of the preceding comments. And, according to (13), we have:
iff ε < ln 1 + Γ X 2w(n−1)(n−2) ln w .
If we now set ζ = ln 1 + Γ X 2w(n−1)(n−2) ln w ,
then it is clear that (15) and (16) establish the theorem.
Looking at the statement and proof of Theorem 5.1 it is clear that a more general theorem can be formulated. This more general theorem, which we will now state, follows from simple modifications and adaptations of the proof of Theorem 5.1. (1 − ζ, 1 + ζ). Moreover, ζ may be chosen so that it depends only upon the unordered distribution of the tree's edge weights.
Looking at Theorem 5.4 and referring back to the estimate (17) in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can extract the following interesting corollary. This corollary gives a lower bound on the maximal p-negative type of any finite tree T endowed with the ordinary path metric. Importantly, these lower bounds depend only on |T |.
Corollary 5.5 Let T be a finite tree with |T | = n ≥ 3. Let ℘ T denote the maximal p-negative type of (T, d). Then:
.
Proof. Simply observe that, in the notation of the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have s = 1, w ≤ n − 1, and that Γ X = Γ T = 1/(n − 1) by Corollary 4.13, so we may apply (17) to obtain the stated lower bound on ℘ T . We should point out that in applying (17) in this context we have removed a factor of 2 from the expression for ζ. It is clear that this can always be done in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
For certain classes of finite metric trees (T, d), such as "stars", it is possible to compute the maximum of all p such that (T, d) has p-negative type. Such examples may then be strung together to form further interesting metric trees (with sometimes pathological properties) such as the "infinite necklace" which is described in Example 2.
Example 1 (A star with n leaves) Let n ≥ 2 be a natural number. Let Y n denote the unique tree with n + 1 vertices and n leaves. In other words, Y n consists of an internal node, which we will denote r n , surrounded by n leaves. We endow Y n with the ordinary path metric d. If the internal node r n = a j , b i for all j and i then the generalized roundness inequalities (4) become:
The right hand side of this last expression minimizes when q = n and this implies:
℘ n = 1 + ln 1 + 1 n−1 ln 2 .
Using Example 1 and Theorem 5.6 we can construct an infinite metric tree that has strict 1-negative type but does not have p-negative for any p > 1. . As n → ∞ we see that ℘ n → 1 + . Hence (Y, d) does not have p-negative type for any p > 1. Moreover, Γ Y = 0 by Corollary 4.14.
